
Hey there new survivor! Or maybe you’re just looking to make sure you’re not missing the basics. You just 

have one goal: complete 5 generators before the killer hooks you dead. Sounds simple right? It’s not. You 

have skill checks while repairing these (quick time events). Red or Ruin skill checks require that you hit the 

little red mark whereas normal white skill checks allow you to hit space anywhere within the marked area. If 

you fail a skill check, the killer will be notified. 

You also have a killer that you need to hide/run from. Your ears will likely tell 

you when the killer approaches as there’s a heartbeat you’ll hear most of the 

time. “Most of the time” because there are a few stealthy killers as well. We’ll 

get into identifying killers later. 

Movement 

In short, the quicker you move, the more likely the killer is to take note. Crouching lets you move low to the 

ground, but in the slowest way. Running/Sprinting gives you the most mobility, but leaves scratch marks 

leading to you. Walking is a good compromise between low visibility and movement speed. 

Evasion 

Okay great, the killer found you and you’re on the 

run...now what? You could try to lose the killer by 

ducking around a corner or slamming a pallet in 

their face or even vaulting a window that takes 

them longer to climb through.  Kate’s perk      

Windows of Opportunity highlights these tools, 

but she is part of a DLC pack (might be worth the 

investment). 

Additionally, you can vault a window silently or 

quickly based on if you hold your shift/sprint 

button. A quick vault makes the same notification 

as failing a generator’s skill check. 

 

Ruin Skill Check Normal Skill Check 

Scratch marks leading to survivor from killer’s view 

Highlighted Windows and Pallets from Kate’s perk. 



Another strategy you can try is hiding in a locker. However, this is a high risk, 

high reward scenario as the killer can find you in one and put you into the 

dying state even if you’re perfectly healthy.  

Below are various health states: Hooked, Sacrificed, Injured, Healthy, Dying.  

As the killer hits you, you go from Healthy>Injured>Dying.  

The Dying state lets the 

killer hook you.  

 

3 hooks and 

you’re out. 

 

Dying State 

When you’re facedown on the ground, there’s little you can do. You can 

stay still and recover to 95% so your teammates can quickly heal you, but 

the killer will likely return to that spot where they remember they 

downed you. Another strategy is to move away from the spot you 

dropped so the killer doesn’t find you (and then recover). 

Struggling on the Killer’s Shoulder 

When the killer picks you up, you have little option 

but to struggle by pressing the A and D keys alter-

nately. The timing isn’t as fast as you can, but a 

steady, quick beat. There are icons on screen that 

show this pattern. Going as fast as you can isn’t advisable as there is a 

limit how fast you can struggle. It takes 10 struggle animations before 

you get off the killer’s shoulder and escape. You’ll see the progress by a 

bar that will fill in the middle of the screen.  

 

A Locker that Survivors can hide in 

Wiggle meter 

Hooked  Sacrificed  Injured  Healthy Dying 

Survivor in Dying State Recovering 

Survivor being carried by Spirit killer 



The Hook 

It happens to the best of us. Everyone goes on the hook at some 

point. When you’re hooked, don’t panic. Even though there’s the 

option to attempt escape, 99% of the time it’s not worth it. The 

first time you’re hooked, you have 3 chances at 4% to escape 

from the hook. Best to wait for your friends to save you. 

The 2nd stage of the hook (or 2nd 

hooking) requires you to press 

spacebar at a steady pace (watch 

the icon for the rhythm). At this 

point, if you stop pressing spacebar, you will die. Being hooked a 3rd time will 

also instantly kill you. 

If you’re on the saving end, be sure to wait until the heartbeat and/or killer 

leaves so your teammate has a chance off the hook. They’ll still be injured 

when you pull them off. If you hear the killer coming back, you may want to 

“tank” a hit for your teammate if you’re healthy instead of them going back to 

the hook straight away. 

 

Teamwork 

Many things in the game go quicker when survivors work together. 

Up to 2 players can heal another survivor and a generator can have 

all 4 work on it, assuming it’s not against a wall. However, only one  

survivor can open an exit gate and only one can make a hook save.  

Survivor on the hook 



Items  

Flashlights, keys, medkits, toolboxes, and maps… oh 

my! Let’s get this dirty little not-so-secret out of the 

way, green key is mostly useless since it’s broken.  

Purple and Pink keys will open the hatch if you come across it.  

Flashlights will blind the killer after flashing it in their eyes for long enough. A blind killer will drop any survi-

vor they are carrying. Medkits can heal yourself or others (normally you’re unable to heal yourself without a 

perk called Self Care, but you can heal others without one). Toolboxes allow you to fix gens faster or even 

sabotage and break a hook or Bear Trap. Sabotaging removes the object for 180 seconds before it respawns.  

Maps show you auras of generators you’ve passed when you activate it.  

Chests will supply any of the 5 items in the game. Most commonly you’ll 

find a brown, low-grade toolbox or medkit. If you’re lucky, you could 

find an ultra-rare Skelton Key. Unless you’re running Ace’s Ace In The 

Hole perk, no add-on will come with this item. This is why if you are un-

lucky enough to find a green key, just hit R on your keyboard to put that 

item right back. 

Normally items come in 5 rarities (common to rare): Brown, Yellow, 

Green, Purple, Red.  

For instance, if you find a green 

toolbox to replace your brown 

one, it’s probably worth taking. 

Items will be consumed after 

their charges are depleted. You can see the charges by the generators remaining or while performing an ac-

tion. The screenshot shows this toolbox at 70% remaining. 

Survivor searching Chest 

Toolbox being used to repair generator quicker. Yellow bar indicates faster progress. 



The Hatch 

If you’re the last survivor alive, the hatch becomes another 

escape for you. Often, you will hear an open hatch before 

you see it. The sound it makes could be equated to a choir of 

angels, which is quite apt as it can be your savior. Even if 

you’re in the Dying state, you can still use an opened hatch. 

The killer can hear the hatch sound as well and will often 

close it as quick as they can to prevent you from using it. This starts the End Game Collapse and powers the 

exit gates. Thus a possible strategy is if you don’t know where the hatch is, instead wait by an exit gate so 

when it powers up, you’re ready to open it.  

However, if you’re lucky enough to possess a key (that isn’t the broken green key), you can open the closed 

hatch and escape in one fell swoop!  

 

 

 

 

End Game Collapse 

After all the gens have been completed, the exit gates will be powered. When one of the two 

doors are open, the timer for the End Game Collapse begins. You have 2 minutes to escape      

before the Entity consumes everyone still in the match. The timer does get extended 

a bit if a survivor is downed or hooked. 

In this final part of the match, you really have to weigh if it’s worth going to save your 

teammates or if you should high tail it out of there.  

When the exit gates are powered, it’s       

entirely possible the killer now has an acti-

vated perk called “No One Escapes Death” 

or NOED for short. This perk will drop you to the dying state with 

one hit even if you are healthy with one hit from the killer. The one hit status effect, called “Exposed”, 

is noted by a skull icon on the side of your screen. The perk can be negated by destroying the lit  

totem just like discussed above. Another strategy is to break all 5 totems so that NOED never      

activates in the first place! 

Exit Gate this way 

Survivor opening Exit Gate 

Hex: NOED notification when survivor is hit 

Open Hatch that will make noise 

Closed Hatch during End Game Collapse 

Exposed Status 



Hex Totems 

5 Totems will spawn on the map. They are often tucked into corners, so if you see this 

icon in the right side of your screen, there’s a lit totem somewhere on that map 

that should be cleansed if possible. This icon will not display until an event triggers 

it (missing a skill check on a generator, being hit by the killer, etc).  

3 of these will instantly down you as they apply the Exposed status: Devour Hope, Haunted 

Ground and NOED. Devour Hope activates after 3 survivors are hooked.  

Haunted Ground activates if one of the two lit totems are broken (essentially a trap totem 

perk). No One Escapes Death activates after the final generator is completed.  

Huntress Lullaby & Ruin affect generators skill checks. The Lullaby delays the audio sound from skill checks 

and eventually makes it silent. Ruin forces you to get great skill checks to keep the generator progressing. 

Thrill of the Hunt slows the progress of destroying a totem. It also notifies the killer if a lit totem, including 

itself, is being destroyed.  

Audio Cues 

The other way of telling what killer you’re evading is the sounds coming from the match. A chainsaw indi-

cates it’s either Hillbilly or Leatherface, a ringing bell followed by rushing wind denotes a Wraith, and if you 

hear piano music, Michael Myers is stalking someone, etc. Also you can tell by listening if the killer decided 

to break a pallet you dropped to escape them, which indicates you have some time before they catch up to 

you vs no pallet break and they could be on your butt! (Since they decided to go around the pallet instead) 

Visual Cues 

In the same way, if you see survivors’ bubbles pop up accompanied by screaming, a Doctor is likely 

in the match.  Purple clouds? Clown is smokin’ it up. These are examples, keep your ears and eyes 

open.  

The killers will be described on the next pages. 

Hex Indicator 

Lit Hex Totem 

Survivor bubble from 

Doctor’s shock 



How to Identify the Killer:  

Visual Tells: Bear Traps on ground. Audio Tells: Snapping sound of Bear Trap closing/being set. Tips: Avoid 

tall grass/terrain you can’t see below as traps can hide there.  Often traps will be placed under a pallet as 

well. 

Visual Tells: Shimmering “active camo” movement on map can give away where Wraith is. Audio Tells: Bell 

ringing followed by wind blowing. Tips: Don’t let this killer get between you and a pallet/window. Will body 

block you. Can be burned/stunned while cloaked by shining flashlight on him for a short while 

Visual Tells: Quick moving killer. Audio Tells: High pitched chainsaw noise. Tips: Chainsaw takes a minute to 

rev up, don’t let him get next to you. When he is chain sawing, he cannot turn very quickly, corners are your 

friend.  

Visual Tells: Floating/levitating killer. Audio Tells: High pitched shrieking and “whooshing noise”. Tips: Two 

blinks are standard, doubling back after first blink can trick killer to over-shooting your position. Nurse can 

mostly ignore pallets, so the normal “put something between you and the killer” strategy won’t work. 

Visual Tells: Tall Figure/White Mask Audio Tells: Piano music, breathing behind mask noise. Tips: If Myers is 

stalking you/staring at you, get behind something! He needs direct line-of-sight to increase his Evil Within 

power.  

Visual Tells: Hag clones popping up from the ground. Audio Tells: Snarling noise, screams from  survivors 

triggering traps. Tips: You can crouch where Hag traps are to not trigger them. You should also hold your 

crouch button when being unhooked since Hag tends to trap the hook. Flashlights can remove traps by shin-

ing light on them for a second. 

Visual Tells: Scream bubbles from shocked survivors, static around survivor silhouettes, electricity on screen. 

Audio Tells: Screaming sounds, Doctor laughing, zapping sounds. Tips: When you’re shocked enough, you 

won’t be able to heal or work on generators until you “snap out of it”. Skill checks might also pop up in other 

parts of your screen after being shocked.  

Visual Tells: Flying hatchets mainly Audio Tells: Constant humming sound. Flying hatchet sounds. Tips: If you 

hear the Huntress grab a hatchet while she’s chasing you, slamming down a pallet will only get you hit as she 

can throw OVER the pallet. Be wary of hiding in a locker. She uses them to reload her hatchets and could find 

you by mistake! 

Visual Tells: Yellow Apron, goofy walk. Audio Tells: Lower-pitched chainsaw (compared to   Hillbilly). Tips: 

It’s not exactly common, but since Leatherface can hit multiple survivors with the chainsaw, he can camp 

the basement with the Insidious perk (which removes his terror radius/heartbeat) until he moves again.  

Exercise caution when saving from the basement with this killer.  

Visual Tells: Dream world, WHITE timer icon on survivor silhouettes. Audio Tells: “La la la la”, you can’t miss 

it. Tips: You’ll see a white outline of your “dream object” that you can use to wake up. Waking up avoids be-

ing slowed down by Dream Traps and tricked by Dream Pallets. You’ll hear a heartbeat instead of the “La la”s 

if Freddy is near when awake. 

The Trapper 

The Wraith 

The Hillbilly 

The Nurse 

The Shape 

The Hag 

The Doctor 

The Huntress 

The Cannibal 

The Nightmare 



Visual Tells: RED timer icon on survivor silhouettes, Jigsaw boxes. Audio Tells: Metal banging sound from 

Jawsaw boxes, Lion-like roar from crouching Pig. Tips: The traps placed on survivors’ heads only       activate 

when a generator is started. You might want to wait until other survivors remove their traps on by leaving 

the generators at 99%. You can see who has a trap on their head with the survivor silhouettes.  

Visual Tells: Purple clouds, very “large” killer. Audio Tells: glass breaking, grunting mixed with laughter. Tips: 

Purple clouds don’t injure you, but can cause you to be affected by another effect like inability to Sprint 

Burst with the “Exhaustion” effect.  

Visual Tells: Blue skin, wild hair? Yup that’s a Spirit. Audio Tells: Glass cracking sounds, Moaning, Wind 

sound for an extended period. Tips: If you’re within the Spirit’s terror radius/heartbeat, you won’t hear the 

teleport or wind rushing sound. Unlike Nurse, you CAN block Spirit with pallets.  

Legion: Visual Tells: Mask and hood, yellow bar below survivors’ silhouettes Audio Tell: Heavy panting.  

Tips: When Legion is panting (and using their power), they can vault windows and pallets just like a survivor. 

They will tend to wait for a survivor to drop the pallet before vaulting it, so wait a half second longer than 

usual to get the stun. 

Visual Tells: Fountains across the map, green clouds on gens and other objects. Audio Tells: Vomiting sounds 

Tips: You can try to not cleanse yourself to prevent Plague from getting her red vomit power, but can be 

risky as you’ll always be one hit from the Dying state. Also your entire team needs to follow the strategy for 

it to work. 

Visual Tells: White mask, 

shorter build. Shows up 

around corners. Or creeps 

from other holes in the walls. 

Example to the right: 

Audio Tells: Leather sounds, cloak 

noise as he walks.  

Tips: If you don’t hear a terror radius 

from Ghostface, he’s in stealth mode. 

Look at him with the middle of your 

screen (not your character) to break 

him out of it. Yes, it sounds scary, but 

you’re doing it right if it sounds        

intense.  

 

 

 

 

Visual Tells: Flower face and gray skin. Mounds on ground that can be sealed. Audio Tells: Roaring across 

the map. Tips: When cleansing a portal, you will not hear this killer’s terror radius. Keep looking around you. 

When his face opens up, this means he could pounce at you at any moment. Line-of-sight him if possible! 

The Pig  

The Clown  

The Spirit  

The Legion  

The Plague  

The Ghost  

Ghostface killer peaking from hole in wall 



Additional Tips: 

A common perk used by killers is BBQ & Chili. This activates when 

they hook a survivor and it reveals any survivor that is further 

than 40 meters (a little past their heartbeat radius) for a few sec-

onds. This includes the direction they’re running or if they’re 

crouching. If you suspect the killer has this perk, try changing your 

position from where you were when the survivor was hooked. You 

can also hide in a locker before the survivor is hooked to prevent 

the killer from spotting you.  

Another perk to note is A Nurse’s Calling. This allows a killer to see you healing yourself 

or others within heartbeat/terror radius range. This perk can make the killer seem     

psychic, but it’s only a perk. Have an escape plan if the heartbeat gets closer and closer 

if you’re healing (pallet/window, etc) 

BBQ & Chili revealing survivors from afar after hooking (killer perspective) 



Perks: 

When starting out, the best survivor used to always be Meg or Claudette. Now Nea and possibly Kate (DLC character) 

are good choices for a new player. The best way to get a well rounded survivor is to pick one as a main, then level up a 

second one that you don’t actually play. The goal is to unlock their teachable perks at levels 30, 35, and 40. That way 

your main character can use the new perks when they discover them in the bloodweb.  

 

 

If your play style is to run away, Meg is best. All 3 of her teachable perks are quite good. Adrenaline, which heals you 

one state and speeds you up to 150% when the last generator is completed, Quick & Quiet, which allows you to quick-

ly vault or enter a locker without making noise, and Sprint Burst, which gives you 150% speed for 3 seconds. 

Want to get back into the game after taking a hit? Claudette’s Self-Care allows you to heal yourself without a med kit. 

If you want more healing power, both with and without a medkit, Botany Knowledge will increase it by up to 33%! 

Finally Empathy will allow you to see Injured survivors around the map. This can be used to avoid the killer chasing 

that injured survivor, or to seek out survivors that require healing as a team medic. 

Nea is a good choice for the stealthy player. She can crouch walk the same speed as a normal survivor’s walk with her 

Urban Evasion. This also makes an ideal counter for the nasty Hag traps! She can also escape when need be with her 

Balanced Landing.  Normally a survivor is staggered by a long fall, but most of the fall is negated and a speed boost is 

given after Nea has hit the ground.  

Kate has a special perk called Dance With Me that hides her scratch marks for 3 seconds. This is activated by quickly 

vaulting a window or pallet or even leaving a locker quickly. To locate said window or pallet, Kate can use Windows of 

Opportunity, which highlights them in yellow.  

There are other perks of note that do not have to be unlocked by a specific survivor. These are Spine Chill, which tells 

you if the killer is near, within 32 meters, and looking in your direction (this includes through walls), We’ll Make It that 

doubles your healing speed after saving someone from the hook, and Lightweight removes up to 3 seconds from your 

scratch marks.   

A 10 page guide barely scratches the surface of Dead by Daylight! There is so much more to discover. 

For feedback, you can tweet me @TheWolverineNot or find me on Twitch.tv/NotTheWolverine 


